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Nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques can be applied to molecular simulation trajectories

to systematically extract a small number of variables with which to parametrize the important dy-

namical motions of the system. For molecular systems exhibiting free energy barriers exceeding a

few kB T , inadequate sampling of the barrier regions between stable or metastable basins can lead

to a poor global characterization of the free energy landscape. We present an adaptation of a non-

linear dimensionality reduction technique known as the diffusion map that extends its applicability

to biased umbrella sampling simulation trajectories in which restraining potentials are employed

to drive the system into high free energy regions and improve sampling of phase space. We then

propose a bootstrapped approach to iteratively discover good low-dimensional parametrizations by

interleaving successive rounds of umbrella sampling and diffusion mapping, and we illustrate the

technique through a study of alanine dipeptide in explicit solvent. © 2011 American Institute of

Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3574394]

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular simulations have demonstrated that the funda-

mental dynamical motions of biophysical systems may fre-

quently be parametrized by a small number of collective

variables.1–7 The existence of such low-dimensional descrip-

tions may be attributed to couplings between the degrees of

freedom,3–9 resulting in a small number of slowly evolving

variables that govern the dynamics and to which the remain-

ing fast degrees of freedom (or their statistics) are slaved.

Such a description leads naturally to the modeling of biophys-

ical systems as diffusion processes, in which a set of stochas-

tic differential equations may be formulated in the slow vari-

ables, with the fast degrees of freedom represented as thermal

noise.9–12 From a geometric perspective, the low-dimensional

manifold parametrized by the slow variables may be visual-

ized as a (possibly highly convoluted) surface in phase space,

which we term the “intrinsic manifold”9 and upon which the

system effectively evolves.

The systematic development of low-dimensional descrip-

tions of biophysical systems can provide insight into the im-

portant underlying motions, which may be related to molecu-

lar function, folding or activity, or simply provide a deeper

understanding of the conformational states sampled by the

system. Furthermore, extraction of a small number of vari-

ables is of use in targeting simulations to the region of phase

space of interest and informing inexpensive low-dimensional

simulations in the slow variables.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
aferguso@mit.edu. Tel.: (617) 252-1744. FAX: (617) 253-2272. Present
address: Department of Chemical Engineering, MIT, E19-550, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, USA.

In recent years, among other efforts, Ma and Dinner

identified three order parameters with which to describe the

C
eq
7 ↔αR isomerization of alanine dipeptide,2 Clementi and

co-workers determined two-dimensional parametrizations for

a coarse-grained models of a β-hairpin7 and the src homology

3 domain,6 and we developed three-dimensional descriptions

of solvated n-alkane chains9 and of a 21-residue peptide,

pro-microcin J25.13 The development of low-dimensional

parametrizations may be frustrated, however, for systems

exhibiting high free energy barriers. Simulations of such

systems can become trapped in a local free energy well, rarely

escaping to adjacent states over the high free energy barriers

surrounding the basin. Even if the simulation does escape to

a neighboring well, the barriers themselves are infrequently

sampled by such “reactive” trajectories and remain poorly

characterized. Dimensionality reduction techniques may

permit the synthesis of good low-dimensional descriptions

of the important dynamics within well-sampled free en-

ergy basins, but poor sampling of the intervening barrier

regions typically precludes the construction of globally valid

parametrizations.

Given a molecular simulation trapped in a local free en-

ergy minimum, we would like to induce the system to escape

the metastable basin and explore the surrounding phase space

by driving it over the bounding free energy barriers. A stan-

dard approach employs biased sampling in which harmonic

restraining potentials are applied to a set of independent simu-

lations to restrict each trajectory to a particular region of phase

space in the vicinity of the local minimum. The configura-

tions explored by the various biased simulations provide good

sampling of the region around the local minimum, including

high free energy barrier regions. By explicitly removing the
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biases associated with each run, an unbiased free energy sur-

face (FES) may be constructed over the entire region of phase

space explored by the simulations. The application of biasing

potentials to improve sampling of phase space and the sub-

sequent aggregation of these runs to synthesize an unbiased

free energy surface is a well-established molecular simulation

technique known as umbrella sampling.14

Since the biasing potentials used to restrain the simula-

tion to a particular region of phase space must be formulated

as a function of the atomic coordinates of the system, we

require good collective variables with which to parametrize

the location and extent of the free energy basin within which

the simulation is trapped. In practice, the success of umbrella

sampling is contingent on the availability of such “good” vari-

ables, which may often be associated with the slow dynami-

cal motions of the system between its stable and metastable

states.6, 15 Such variables are rarely available a priori, but may

be systematically determined by data mining simulation tra-

jectories using dimensionality reduction techniques.

Building on this premise, in this work we develop a

scheme to systematically and efficiently explore the thermally

accessible phase space available to a system. Briefly, given an

unbiased simulation trajectory trapped in a local free energy

minimum, we propose that dimensionality reduction tech-

niques be applied to determine good collective variables in

which to then extend umbrella sampling beyond the free en-

ergy well and into the surrounding phase space. The bias asso-

ciated with each simulation trajectory can subsequently be ex-

plicitly removed to construct the unbiased FES over the phase

space explored by the biased simulations. The newly explored

regions of phase space may be better parametrized by vari-

ables other than those in which the original umbrella sampling

simulations were performed. Accordingly, we would like to

apply dimensionality reduction to the biased ensemble of sys-

tem configurations to determine new variables in which to

conduct the second round of umbrella sampling. By repeat-

ing this process, we have conceived an iterative strategy to

progressively explore larger regions of phase space by apply-

ing dimensionality reduction techniques to biased simulation

data in order to determine good variables in which to conduct

subsequent rounds of biased simulation.

Clearly, a prerequisite for the application of this iterative

strategy is that the dimensionality reduction technique

employed must be applicable to biased simulation data.

While a number of dimensionality reduction techniques

may be adapted to biased data sets, a class of nonlinear

dimensionality reduction approaches known as manifold

learning techniques, provide a means to extract global

order parameters characterizing the important dynamical

motions of the system over large regions of phase space.16–18

Compared to linear dimensionality reduction approaches,

manifold learning techniques are expected to identify a

far smaller number of variables with which to adequately

describe the important motions of the system, and therefore

simplify the application of umbrella sampling by providing

a more parsimonious low-dimensional description.5, 7 In this

work, we present an adaptation of one such technique known

as the diffusion map16, 19, 20 to operate on biased ensembles of

simulation configurations and permit its incorporation into an

iterative strategy for the efficient exploration of phase space

for systems possessing high free energy barriers.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we

outline the diffusion map technique16, 19, 20 and present an

adaptation of this approach to operate on biased simulation

data. We then present an iterative method for the system-

atic identification of low-dimensional parametrizations for

systems exhibiting high free energy barriers by interleaving

umbrella sampling simulations and applications of the dif-

fusion map. In Sec. III, we demonstrate the methodology in

an application to solvated alanine dipeptide, which is a stan-

dard test system for novel simulation methodologies and is

known to possess free energy barriers of several kB T between

its metastable states.21 Finally, in Sec. IV we present our

conclusions.

II. METHODS

A. Dimensionality reduction: The diffusion map

The diffusion map16, 19, 20 is a nonlinear dimensional-

ity reduction technique which we have applied to simula-

tions of n-alkanes9 and a 21-residue peptide13 in explicit

solvent. Other researchers have employed this approach to

analyze simulations of networks of chemical reactions,22

the mobility of a defect at an interface,12 and gene regula-

tory networks.23 Isomap,17 ScIMAP,6 and local linear em-

bedding (LLE)18 are other nonlinear dimensionality reduc-

tion approaches, which share certain commonalities with the

diffusion map, and have also been applied to biophysical

simulations.6, 7, 24, 25

A molecular simulation trajectory may be considered a

succession of 3R-dimensional snapshots recording the co-

ordinates of the R atoms in the system. Dimensionality re-

duction techniques aim to embed the trajectory into a k-

dimensional space, k ≪ 3R, where the order parameters

spanning the space are good descriptors of the dynamic tran-

sitions between system states. Application of the diffusion

map approach to simulation trajectories has been previously

described by ourselves and others.9, 12, 13, 23, 26,27 The underly-

ing premise of the technique is that the global structure of

the intrinsic manifold of the system—the surface in phase

space upon which the data lie—may be reconstructed by “in-

tegration” of the local distances between neighboring data

points.19 The first step defines a scalar-valued similarity met-

ric with which to compute distances between all pairs of

simulation snapshots. This metric should capture a system’s

short time diffusive motions—in this case arising from ther-

mal fluctuations of the constituent atoms and molecules—and

in this regard need only be a locally meaningful measure. In

the present work, we select the translationally and rotation-

ally minimized root mean square deviation (RMSD) between

the peptide atomic coordinates and denote the distance be-

tween snapshots i and j as RMSDij. As demonstrated in our

prior work,9 while this measure explicitly disregards all sol-

vent degrees of freedom, the solvent interaction influences

the structural conformations adopted by the peptide and its

influence is therefore incorporated into the sampled peptide

configurations.
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For a trajectory, or composite of multiple trajectories,

comprising N snapshots, the distances between all snapshot

pairs are stored in a symmetric N-by-N matrix. A Gaussian

kernel is then applied to each element of the matrix to synthe-

size the A matrix,

Ai j = exp(−(RMSDi j )
2/2ǫ ) i, j = 1 . . . N , (1)

where ǫ>0 is the bandwidth of the kernel, specifying the

characteristic radius within which RMSDi j is considered a

meaningful similarity metric. Following Coifman et al.,26 the

range of appropriate ǫ values lie within the linear region of a

log–log plot of
∑N

i, j=1 Ai j vs ǫ, where the slope provides an

estimate of the effective system dimensionality.

The row sums of A are stored in the main diagonal of the

diagonal matrix D,

Di j =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

N
∑

q=1

Aiq , if i = j i, j = 1 . . . N ,

0, otherwise

(2)

from which the A matrix is row normalized to generate the

right stochastic Markov transition matrix M,

M = D
−1

A. (3)

We denote the N eigenvalues of M in nonascending order as

{λi }
N
i=1, λ1 =1≥λ2 ≥ . . . λN , and the corresponding eigenvec-

tors as { �φi }
N
i=1. The Markov property of M results in a triv-

ial top eigenvalue of unity, λ1 =1, with associated “all-ones”

eigenvector, �φ1 =�1.

The so-called k-dimensional diffusion map is the map-

ping of the i th snapshot of the simulation trajectory into the

i th components of the top k nontrivial eigenvectors,9, 16, 19, 27

snapshoti �→ ( �φ2(i), �φ3(i), . . . �φk+1(i)). (4)

In our terminology, we denote this mapping as an “embedding

into the top k eigenvectors.”9, 13 The number of eigenvectors

to employ in the mapping, and hence the dimensionality of

the embedding, may be determined by a gap in the spectrum

of eigenvalues {λi }
N
i=1.16, 27 The components of the eigenvec-

tors are the “diffusion map order parameters” identified by the

approach.

Linear dimensionality reduction techniques such as prin-

cipal component analysis (PCA)3–5, 8, 13, 28, 29 typically explic-

itly furnish the transformation between the input variables

and the low-dimensional embedding.13 This, as we shall see

in Sec. II B 3, is a very attractive feature which is typi-

cally not shared by nonlinear dimensionality reduction ap-

proaches. Indeed, the correspondence of the diffusion map

order parameters to physical variables is not furnished by the

approach, and may only be determined a posteriori by cor-

relating the eigenvector components with candidate physical

variables.9, 12 More elegant means to determine such corre-

spondence is an active area of research.

Under the dual assumptions that the biophysical system

may be well-modeled as a diffusion process in the sense de-

scribed in Sec. I, and that the pairwise similarity metric cap-

tures the short time diffusive motions of the system, the diffu-

sion map embedding of the system is a dynamically meaning-

ful reconstruction of the intrinsic manifold. Pathways over the

manifold are associated with motions of the system in its fun-

damental dynamical motions, and order parameters describ-

ing the paths are good descriptors of these modes.9, 19, 23, 26, 27

Although these assumptions are expected to hold generally

for biophysical systems, in the event that they do not, then the

identified order parameters may not be associated with the un-

derlying dynamical modes. Nevertheless, these variables still

provide good separation of the local free energy minima of the

system and offer a useful low-dimensional parametrization of

its evolution from one state to another.9

Du et al. define the transition coordinate as the com-

ponent of the motion between two states that possesses the

largest relaxation time; in contrast, the reaction coordinate is

defined in its transition state theoretical sense as the precise

minimum free energy pathway linking the two states.15 Ac-

cordingly, while motions in the degrees of freedom orthog-

onal to the transition coordinate may be large, it neverthe-

less serves as a useful order parameter with which to describe

transitions of the system from one state to another. Applying

these concepts to the current work, the order parameters fur-

nished by the diffusion map serve as a good parametrization

of the transition coordinates between the states of the sys-

tem. Verification of the stronger condition that the transition

coordinate is also good reaction coordinate, would require a

separate evaluation of the committor probabilities along the

putative coordinate using a technique such as transition path

sampling.9, 30

B. Integration of umbrella sampling into the diffusion
map approach

The synthesis of a globally valid low-dimensional

description—by the diffusion map or any other dimension-

ality reduction technique—requires that the distribution of

snapshots in phase space be sufficiently dense that no group

of snapshots is disconnected from the “bulk” of the data. For

example, if two distinct free energy basins are well-sampled

by the simulation while the barrier region between them is

not, then dimensionality reduction will typically result in two

distinct low-dimensional descriptions which are locally valid

within their respective wells, but will fail to provide a satis-

factory global parametrization of the two basins and the inter-

vening transition region.

To develop a description of the data as a single unified

diffusion process, the diffusion map approach requires that

a succession of snapshots separated by hops of length O(ǫ)

or less in the pairwise similarity metric exists between ev-

ery pair of snapshots in the trajectory. While, in principle,

ǫ can be made sufficiently large to span the gaps resulting

from poor sampling, this results in low-resolution diffusion

map embeddings that inadequately separate the snapshots in

well-sampled regions of phase space.13 In prior work, we have

demonstrated the use of a “deislanding” approach to discard

disconnected groups of snapshots, thereby permitting the suc-

cessful application of the diffusion map approach at the ex-

pense of eliminating a portion of the trajectory.13
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By driving the simulation through the application of bi-

asing potentials, umbrella sampling offers a means both to

improve sampling of the high free energy regions of phase

space and to facilitate the production of fully-connected data

sets.14, 31 The success of the umbrella sampling approach de-

pends crucially on the availability of good variables in which

to construct the biasing potentials and drive the system. Ergo,

the diffusion map approach provides a means to systemat-

ically furnish good variables in which to conduct umbrella

sampling, and umbrella sampling provides the means to gen-

erate well-connected data sets to which the diffusion map may

be effectively applied.

In the subsections which follow, we first describe the

rudiments of umbrella sampling and the weighted histogram

analysis technique required for the development of our

methodology. Second, we present an extension of the dif-

fusion map approach applicable to biased simulation tra-

jectories. Finally, we discuss an iterative diffusion map-

ping /umbrella sampling protocol which combines these two

methodologies as a means to systematically extract global

order parameters for systems containing high free energy

barriers.

1. Umbrella sampling and WHAM

Consider an N-dimensional umbrella sampling simula-

tion in a set of putative umbrella variables, �ψ , which them-

selves are some function of the coordinates of the atoms

constituting the system. The umbrella sampling may most

easily conducted by partitioning the phase space over a N-

dimensional grid, and running an independent simulation at

each of the v vertices, where a harmonic restraining potential

is applied to constrain the simulation to remain in the vicinity

of the vertex. Good coverage of phase space is achieved by

specifying the grid spacing and harmonic spring constants to

permit some overlap between simulation trajectories at neigh-

boring grid points, while adequately restraining each sim-

ulation around its own vertex to enforce good sampling of

high free energy regions.31 The weighted histogram analysis

method (WHAM) introduced by Ferrenberg and Swendsen,32

and refined by Kumar et al.,33 seeks to optimally combine

a set of biased simulation trajectories into a single unbi-

ased probability distribution in the umbrella variables. This

is achieved by self-consistently solving the multidimensional

WHAM equations,34

P( �ψ) =

∑v
i=1 mi P( �ψ)biased

i
∑v

j=1 m j e
+β(F j −w j ( �ψ))

, (5)

e−βFi =

∫

e−βw i ( �ψ) P( �ψ) d �ψ, (6)

where P( �ψ)biased
i is the raw (biased) probability distribution

function determined from run i as a function of the umbrella

variables �ψ , P( �ψ) is the optimal estimate of the overall un-

biased probability distribution function, mi is the number of

snapshots in run i, w i ( �ψ) is the restraining potential applied

to run i, Fi is the free energy shift associated with run i, and

β =1/kB T . The free energy shifts were all initially set to zero,

and Eqs. (5) and (6) iteratively solved for P( �ψ) and {Fi }
v
i=1

using an in-house multidimensional solver. Since the values

of the shifts are only meaningful to within an additive con-

stant, F1 was set to zero and the iteration terminated when the

largest change in any {Fi }
v
i=2 value between successive itera-

tions was less than the specified tolerance of 0.01 kB T .

With P( �ψ) in hand, the free energy surface parametrized

by the umbrella variables is given, to within an arbitrary con-

stant, as

βG( �ψ) = −ln P( �ψ) + const., (7)

where G denotes the Gibbs free energy, as is appropriate for

this work in which umbrella sampling was conducted in the

isothermal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble. The relative probabili-

ties of two points lying on the FES at locations �ψ1 and �ψ2 is

given by the exponential of the free energy difference between

them,

P( �ψ2)

P( �ψ1)
= e−β[G( �ψ2)−G( �ψ1)]. (8)

From {Fi }
v
i=1, the probability distribution function in or-

der parameters other than the umbrella variables may be com-

puted as

P(�ξ ) =
1

m

v
∑

i=1

e−βFi

mi
∑

k=1

e+βw i ( �ψ[k]) δ(�ξi [k] − �ξ ),

(9)

where �ξ is a vector of arbitrary order parameters each of

which is some function of the atomic coordinates of the sys-

tem, P(�ξ ) is the probability distribution function as a function

of �ξ , m =
∑v

i=1 mi , w i ( �ψ[k]) is the value of the biasing poten-

tial in the kth snapshot of run i, �ξi [k] is the value of �ξ in the kth

snapshot of run i, and δ denotes the Dirac delta function. The

FES parametrized by �ξ may be computed by the application

of Eq. (7) to Eq. (9).

Equation (9) implies that, in principle, the probability dis-

tribution function may be reparametrized in any combination

of order parameters, �ξ . However, whereas we expect to pos-

sess good sampling along the variables in which the system

was driven by the application of biasing potentials, the explo-

ration of phase space along coordinates orthogonal to these di-

rections is driven only by spontaneous thermal fluctuations. In

practice, therefore, insufficient statistics may be accumulated

along arbitrary variables to permit an adequate parametriza-

tion of the FES in those coordinates.

2. Application of diffusion maps to umbrella
sampling trajectories

The application of the diffusion map approach to an unbi-

ased molecular dynamics simulation trajectory returns eigen-

vectors which are discrete approximations to the eigenfunc-

tions of a continuous Fokker–Planck process over the data

in the limit of N →∞ and ǫ →0.9 (In variants of the ap-

proach, the A matrix may be pretreated to result in diffusion

map eigenvectors corresponding to different continuous space

generators, other than diffusion.19, 20, 27) The Fokker–Planck
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equation describes the evolution of a probability density in

the presence of potential wells, and in the present case de-

scribes the evolution of the density over the data set, where

the depth of the potential wells is related to the local sam-

pling density of phase space.9 In this manner, the application

of the diffusion map approach to unbiased simulation trajec-

tories generates low-dimensional embeddings which preserve

the distribution of data points over the intrinsic manifold, and

therefore conserve the geometry of the free energy wells ex-

plored by the simulation.

Equation (8) prescribes that for every system configura-

tion sampled at the top of a barrier of height 
G in an unbi-

ased trajectory, there will be approximately e+β
G such con-

figurations sampled at the bottom. For even modestly sized

barriers, this dictates that trajectories which are sufficiently

long to adequately sample the barrier regions and produce

a fully-connected data set, will contain a very large num-

ber of snapshots. In principle, the diffusion map approach

may be applied to arbitrarily long trajectories, but in prac-

tice it is limited by matrix storage requirements. For exam-

ple, approximately 1 TB of RAM would be required to hold

the elements of the M matrix in single precision during the

eigenvector computation for a trajectory containing 500 000

snapshots. Furthermore, nonuniform subsampling an unbi-

ased trajectory to give good coverage of the phase space in

a sufficiently small number of snapshots by preferentially

discarding snapshots from well-sampled basins and retaining

those from sparsely sampled barriers, results in eigenvectors

which no longer correspond to discrete approximations of the

Fokker–Planck eigenfunctions, and therefore do not preserve

the geometry of the free energy landscape over the intrinsic

manifold. A similar remark applies to trajectories sampled

from any biased distribution, such as those resulting from um-

brella sampling simulations.

We now derive an adaptation of the diffusion map

approach to permit its application to biased simulation data.

We formulate the adaptation with an application to umbrella

sampling data in mind, but it is generally applicable to any

biased data set for which the underlying unbiased FES is

computable. We shall demonstrate that the diffusion map

embedding, synthesized by the application of the adapted

technique to a set of umbrella sampling simulations in the

umbrella variables �ψ , is essentially identical to that which

would have resulted from the application of the original dif-

fusion map approach to an unbiased trajectory—of sufficient

length to explore the same phase space as that sampled by the

umbrella simulations—over the FES parametrized by �ψ . This

correspondence implicitly assumes that �ψ provides a good

parametrization of the FES, and the molecular system does

not exhibit significant motions in coordinates orthogonal to

this parametrization. The determination of an appropriate set

of umbrella variables �ψ , and the validation of this assumption

will be addressed in Sec. II B 3.

Consider a set of v umbrella sampling trajectories driven

in a set of order parameters �ψ , for which the solution of the

WHAM equations has synthesized an effective FES as a func-

tion of �ψ [Eqs. (5), (6), and (7)]. The total number of snap-

shots contained in the v trajectories is m =
∑v

i=1 mi , where

mi is the number of snapshots in trajectory i. The Boltz-

mann weight of each of the m snapshots lying on the FES

parametrized by the umbrella variables �ψ is given by

P( �ψ[i]) = Ce−βG( �ψ[i]) =
e−βG( �ψ[i])

∑v
i=1 e−βG( �ψ[i])

, (10)

where �ψ[i] is the value of the umbrella variables associ-

ated with snapshot i, G( �ψ[i]) is the value of the free en-

ergy on the FES parametrized by �ψ at the location �ψ[i], and

where we have chosen the arbitrary multiplicative constant

C =
∑v

i=1 e−βG( �ψ[i]) to generate a normalized probability dis-

tribution. Considering the ensemble of m snapshots as a dis-

crete state space distributed over the region of phase space

explored by the umbrella sampling runs, we define the inte-

ger multiplicity of snapshot i as the expected number of times

the snapshot would be visited in a sample of size s over the

discrete state space,

ĉi = round[s P( �ψ[i])], (11)

where ĉi is rounded to the nearest integer. Snapshots for which

ĉi =0 are removed from the data set, leaving m ′ snapshots

which are re-indexed accordingly. The parameter s may be

made arbitrarily large so as to result in arbitrarily few in-

stances of ĉi =0, such that sufficiently many snapshots from

the high free energy barrier regions will be retained within the

remaining set of m ′ snapshots to result in a fully connected

ensemble. We define fully connected in the aforementioned

sense that any snapshot may be reached from any other by a

series of hops of length O(ǫ) or less in the pairwise similarity

metric between intervening snapshots, where ǫ is sufficiently

small to resolve the important features of the underlying FES.

If the set of m – or more precisely m ′, since the

(m−m ′) snapshots with ĉi =0 are discarded from the data

set—snapshots is too large for efficient matrix storage,

the ensemble of m snapshots harvested from the umbrella

sampling runs may be subsampled without replacement

prior to the computation of snapshot multiplicities. Since

the multiplicity of each snapshot is calculated according to

its free energy on the FES computed by the self-consistent

solution of the WHAM equations over all m snapshots, snap-

shot multiplicities are computed in exactly the same manner

[i.e., using Eqs. (10) and (11)] irrespective of whether or not

subsampling is performed. Correspondingly, matrix storage

costs may be reduced by subsampling the set of m snapshots

according to any �ψ space distribution that provides adequate

coverage of the high free energy barrier regions and results in

a sufficiently well-connected ensemble of snapshots.

Similar to the original formulation of the diffusion map

approach described in Sec. II A, we now construct a set of

m ′-by-m ′ matrices from the m ′ snapshots,

Ĉi j =

{

ĉi , if i = j

0, otherwise
, (12)

Âi j = exp(−(RMSDi j )
2/2ǫ ), (13)

D̂i j =

{

Â(i, ·) · diag(Ĉ), if i = j

0, otherwise
, (14)
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M̂ = D̂
−1

Â, (15)

for i, j = 1 . . . m ′, where Â(i, ·) is the i th row of Â, · denotes

the dot product and diag(Ĉ) is the main diagonal of Ĉ. The

snapshot multiplicities are explicitly accounted for in the row

normalization of the Â matrix by the D̂ matrix.

We now proceed to the heart of the adaptation by gen-

erating the set of snapshots formed by explicitly replicating

each of the m ′ snapshots by its multiplicity, resulting in an

ensemble of m̃ =
∑m ′

i=1 ĉi snapshots. As we shall discuss fur-

ther later, this ensemble may be considered an unbiased sam-

pling of the discrete state space, or equivalently a collection

of snapshots resulting from the evolution of an unbiased tra-

jectory over the FES parametrized by �ψ . The application of

the original diffusion map approach (Sec. II A) to this en-

semble of m̃ snapshots would embed the snapshots in the

top eigenvectors resulting from the solution of the eigenvalue

problem,

M �φi = λi
�φi , (16)

where M is the Markov transition matrix constructed over all

m̃ snapshots. Motivated by the fact that repeated snapshots are

embedded into identical locations, we now demonstrate that

this embedding may be constructed by considering a much

smaller eigenvalue problem consisting of only the m ′ unre-

peated snapshots.

Without loss of generality, the row and column indices of

the M matrix in Eq. (16) may be arranged such that repeated

snapshots are grouped contiguously, giving the matrix and its

eigenvectors the block structure illustrated in Fig. 1. All of the

elements in each block of M and �φi are identical, motivating

the construction of a new matrix-vector pair in which each

block is collapsed into a single element. In the case of the m̃-

by-m̃ M matrix, this procedure yields precisely the m ′-by-m ′

M̂ matrix. For the �φi vector of length m̃, this results in the a

vector of length m ′ which we denote �ζi .

FIG. 1. Multiplicity within an ensemble of m̃ snapshots leads to a block

structure in the m̃-by-m̃ M matrix and its eigenvectors �φi . The value of all

elements within a block are identical. As illustrated for the case of m′ =3

independent snapshots, the block structure may be exploited to construct the

m′-by-m′
M̂ matrix and diagonal Ĉ matrix. The eigenvalues of M̂Ĉ are iden-

tical to the nonzero eigenvalues of M, and the eigenvectors �ζi are identical to
�φi with repeated elements removed.

Exploiting the block structure, Eq. (16) may be rewritten

as

λi
�φi [k] =

m̃
∑

j=1

M(k, j) �φi [ j]

= M(k, 1) �φi [1] + M(k, 2) �φi [2]

+ · · · + M(k, m̃) �φi [m̃]

=

m ′
∑

block=1

ĉblock M(k, block) �φi [block], (17)

where the sum in the final line is indexed over the column

blocks of the M matrix and the row blocks of the �φi vec-

tor. ĉblock denotes the multiplicity of the snapshot associated

with the current block, M(k, block) represents the identical

value of all the elements in this block of the M matrix, and
�φi [block] is the identical value of the elements in the corre-

sponding block of the �φi vector. This operation may therefore

be conceived as collapsing the columnwise block structure of

the M matrix. Now proceeding to collapse the rowwise block

structure, we index over the elements of �ζi rather than those

of �φi ,

λi
�ζi [k] =

m ′
∑

j=1

ĉ( j)M̂(k, j)�ζi [ j]

=

m ′
∑

j=1

Ĉ( j, j)M̂(k, j)�ζi [ j], (18)

⇒ M̂Ĉ�ζi = λi
�ζi . (19)

The identity of �ζi as the vector in which each block of �φi is

collapsed into a single element, is enforced by the normaliza-

tion condition,

�φi · �φi = Ĉ�ζi · �ζi = 1. (20)

Due to repeated rows, the m̃-by-m̃ M matrix is rank deficient,

possessing m ′ nonzero eigenvalues. The m ′ eigenvalues of

M̂Ĉ [Eq. (19)] are identical to the m ′ non-zero eigenvalues

of M [Eq. (16)].

The adapted diffusion map embedding of the m ′ snap-

shots proceeds in an analogous manner to that described by

Eq. (4), in which the i th snapshot is mapped into the i th com-

ponents of the top k nontrivial eigenvectors,

snapshoti �→ (�ζ2(i), �ζ3(i), . . . �ζk+1(i)), (21)

where an appropriate value of k may be determined by a gap

in the eigenvalue spectrum.

Since identical snapshots are embedded into identical lo-

cations, the embedding of the m ′ independent snapshots by

this adaptation of the diffusion map approach [Eq. (21)] is

identical to the embedding of the m̃ =
∑m ′

i=1 ĉi snapshots by

the original diffusion map approach, where each snapshot is

explicitly replicated by its multiplicity [Eq. (4)]. The multi-

plicities of the snapshots in the embedding of the m ′ snapshots

are of use in the construction of appropriately weighted free

energy surfaces.
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Conceptually, it may be useful to consider of the set of

m̃ snapshots as having been generated from a sufficiently

long unbiased trajectory over the discrete state space of m ′

snapshots drawn from the umbrella sampling simulations. If

the variables in which the umbrella sampling was conducted

completely parametrize the slow dynamical motions of the

system—an assumption addressed in Sec. II B 3—then in the

limit of infinitely dense umbrella sampling (i.e., m ′ →∞),

the set of m̃ snapshots may be considered to have been drawn

from the evolution of a hypothetical continuous dynamical

trajectory over the unbiased FES computed from the umbrella

sampling data. Considering this FES as a reconstruction of

the intrinsic manifold of the molecular system, the trajectory

effectively describes the evolution of the molecular system

in its fundamental dynamical motions. Conceiving of the

original m̃-by-m̃ eigenvalue problem as the application of

the original diffusion map approach to this hypothetical

trajectory, we have demonstrated that this is related to a

far smaller, and therefore less computationally expensive,

m ′-by-m ′ eigenvalue problem which results in an identical

low-dimensional embedding of the data.

To summarize this section, we have presented an adap-

tation of the diffusion map approach to permit its applica-

tion to biased simulation data. By reconstructing the unbi-

ased, underlying FES from the biased data, we appropriately

reweighted each of the data points to generate a new ensem-

ble, which may be thought of as resulting from an unbiased

trajectory over the FES. We then reformulated the diffusion

map approach to permit its application to this new ensem-

ble in a computationally efficient manner. This adaptation of

the diffusion map approach facilitates its application to biased

simulations of systems possessing high free energy barriers,

where unbiased sampling would typically result in poor char-

acterization of the barrier regions and difficulties in the con-

struction of globally valid low-dimensional parametrizations.

3. The umbrella bootstrapped diffusion map approach

A key assumption of the methodology presented in Sec.

II B 2 is that the variables in which the umbrella sampling

is conducted, and which parametrize the FES resulting from

the solution of the WHAM equations, are good variables with

which to characterize the important dynamical motions of the

system. Specifically, it is assumed that there are no additional

slow variables along which the system exhibits significant

motions that are projected out in the construction of the FES.

This assumption is critical for the appropriate reweighting of

the snapshots in the reformulated eigenvalue problem encap-

sulated in Eq. (19), and failure of this assumption can lead

to diffusion map embeddings which do not correspond to the

intrinsic manifold of the system.

A set of variables parametrizing the slow, dynamical mo-

tions of the system, and in which to perform the umbrella

sampling, is rarely known a priori. Indeed the ultimate goal of

the methodology presented herein is to systematically identify

good global order parameters with which to parametrize these

modes. Accordingly, we propose a bootstrapped approach in

which we alternate between rounds of umbrella sampling and

FIG. 2. Flowchart illustrating the umbrella bootstrapped diffusion map

approach.

diffusion mapping until we converge upon an appropriate set

of order parameters. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The protocol commences by specifying a set of starting

variables, �ψ 0, in which to conduct the first round of umbrella

sampling. To be implemented in the umbrella sampling sim-

ulations, these variables must be some function of the atomic

coordinates of the system, but need not be particularly good

descriptors of the underlying motions of the system since

this procedure will guide us toward such a set. While such

variables may be determined heuristically from intuition, or

from prior knowledge of the system, a more systematic ap-

proach would be to apply dimensionality reduction—PCA,

for example—to an initial, short, unbiased molecular simu-

lation trajectory.

We then perform the first round of umbrella sampling in
�ψ 0, solve the multidimensional WHAM equations to synthe-

size the FES parametrized by �ψ 0, and apply the adaptation

of the diffusion map approach outlined in Sec. II B 2 to the

data. By construction, the system will exhibit good sampling

along the umbrella variables in which the system was driven,

with spontaneous thermal fluctuations allowing the system to

explore coordinates orthogonal to these variables. If any of

these orthogonal coordinates describe a slowly evolving mode

of the system, and provided the free energy barriers are not

too high, the simulation will naturally “leak” along these di-

rections. The existence of such “leakage” will be manifest as

the emergence of pathways in the diffusion map embedding

which are described by additional order parameters beyond

those in which the umbrella sampling was conducted. By cor-

relating the emergent order parameters with physical vari-

ables, the diffusion map approach suggests additional physi-

cal variables along which to extend the exploration of phase
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space by their incorporation into successive rounds of um-

brella sampling.

Furthermore, inspection of the FES parametrized by �ψ 0,

and construction and inspection of the FES parametrized by
�ψ 0 plus any emergent order parameters using Eq. (9), can

reveal whether the initial choice of order parameters was a

good one. For example, suppose the initial order parameters

in �ψ 0 describe fast dynamical motions which are effectively

slaved to the slow modes of the system. In performing the

umbrella sampling in these variables, the simulation will be

driven by spontaneous thermal fluctuations to leak into those

coordinates corresponding to its slow motions, and the diffu-

sion map embedding will reveal the emergence of pathways

associated with these slow modes. Driving the system orthog-

onal to the slow attractive manifold will lead to large increases

in the free energy, and consequently, the FES parametrized by
�ψ 0 will have high free energy everywhere outside of a nar-

row region corresponding to the slow manifold. This signa-

ture would suggest that the order parameters in �ψ 0 are poor

descriptors of the slow motions and should be discarded in fa-

vor of those parametrizing the slow manifold in the next round

of umbrella sampling.

By discarding poor variables in �ψ 0 and adding emergent

order parameters suggested by the diffusion map, we gener-

ate a new set of order parameters in which to conduct a new

round of umbrella sampling, which we denote �ψ 1. Alternat-

ing between umbrella sampling and diffusion mapping in this

fashion, we repeat this process until no further order param-

eters emerge. At this point, the final set of order parameters,
�ψ FINAL, may be considered a good set of global variables with

which to parametrize the FES and characterize the fundamen-

tal dynamical motions of the system.

The calculation of the Boltzmann weights of the snap-

shots in the biased ensemble in the diffusion map adaptation

described in Sec. II B 2, assumes that no additional slow

motions exist in coordinates orthogonal to the FES used to

perform the reweighting. The convergence of the iterative

procedure toward the FES parametrized by �ψ FINAL substan-

tiates this assumption, and suggests that the diffusion map

embeddings of the umbrella sampling trajectories conducted

in �ψ FINAL represent good reconstructions of the intrinsic

manifold of the system. The final umbrella sampling trajecto-

ries provide a set of snapshots drawn from a distribution with

good sampling of the accessible phase space, from which

converged thermodynamic averages may be extracted.

As described in Sec. II B 1, the umbrella sampling re-

straining potentials may only be constructed in collective vari-

ables which are known functions of the atomic coordinates

of the system. As is typical of nonlinear dimensionality re-

duction techniques, the functional dependences for the order

parameters identified by the diffusion map are not explicitly

furnished by the approach. Consequently, umbrella sampling

may not be performed directly in these variables and must in-

stead be performed in proxy physical variables (e.g., torsional

angles, interatomic distances, and local densities) whose de-

pendence of the atomic coordinates of the system is known.

A crucial step, therefore, in the bootstrapped diffusion map

approach (Fig. 2) is the successful correlation of the variables

identified by the diffusion map with physical variables, and

in the event that physical variables exhibiting good correla-

tion with the diffusion map variables cannot be found, the

approach fails. As we have previously noted,13 systematic ap-

proaches to screen candidate physical variables, such as those

developed by Peters, Beckham, and Trout35, 36 and Ma and

Dinner,2 may be of use in ameliorating this shortcoming.

At this juncture, we note that in contrast to nonlinear

techniques, the functional dependence upon the atomic coor-

dinates of parametrizations resulting from linear dimension-

ality reduction—the top principal components in PCA, for

example—is explicitly known, thereby permitting umbrella

sampling to be performed directly in the low-dimensional

order parameters. Within the framework of our iterative ap-

proach, this feature would provide a significant advantage

to a reformulation of PCA to operate on biased data over

the adapted diffusion map approach. However, since highly

nonlinear intrinsic manifolds are poorly parametrized by hy-

perplane approximations, the inherent linearity of PCA typi-

cally results in low-dimensional embeddings requiring more

dimensions than the corresponding embeddings synthesized

by nonlinear techniques.7, 13 Since the number of independent

umbrella sampling simulations over a grid of a specified res-

olution increases exponentially with grid dimensionality, the

capacity of the diffusion map approach to generate econom-

ical low-dimensional parametrizations of a system arguably

outweighs the absence of an explicit functional dependence

of the diffusion map variables upon the atomic coordinates of

the system.

C. Molecular simulations of alanine dipeptide

All simulations were conducted using the GROMACS

4.0.2 molecular dynamics simulation suite37, 38 in which ala-

nine dipeptide was modeled using the all-atom OPLS-AA/L

force field39, 40 residing in a cubic box of side length 3 nm

containing 868 TIP3P water molecules41 at a density of 0.979

g/cm3. Periodic boundary conditions were implemented in all

dimensions. The Dundee PRODRG2 server was used to con-

struct the initial coordinates of the peptide.42 Peptide bond

lengths were fixed to permit a larger integration timestep. The

Lennard-Jones interactions were smoothly switched to zero at

a cutoff of 1.3 nm. The particle-mesh Ewald method43 with a

real space cutoff of 1.4 nm and a reciprocal space grid spacing

of 0.12 nm was used to evaluate the electrostatic interactions.

The box side length was sufficiently large to preclude non-

bonded interactions with multiple periodic images. Simula-

tions were conducted in the NPT ensemble at 298 K and 1 bar,

using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat44, 45 and Parrinello-Rahman

barostat.46 The equations of motion were integrated using the

leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. High energy over-

laps in the initial configuration were removed by steepest de-

scent energy minimization, which was followed by 10 ps of

simulation in which the peptide was held fixed to permit sol-

vent relaxation. The peptide was then released and the entire

system was allowed to relax over the course of a 50 ps equili-

bration run. The final configuration of this run was used as the

initial state for the unbiased molecular dynamics and biased

umbrella sampling simulations described in Sec. III, during
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which snapshots were saved every 2 ps. Umbrella sampling is

natively supported by the GROMACS simulation engine, as is

also the case for many other molecular simulation packages,

including AMBER47 and CHARMM.48

Each 1 ns umbrella sampling simulation required approx-

imately 2 h on a 2.34 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. For the

final four-dimensional round of umbrella sampling (Sec. III

D), solution of the WHAM equations over the 1296 umbrella

runs required 20 min on one core of a 2.66 GHz Dual-Core

Intel Xeon. Construction of the 36,786-by-36,786 M matrix

was dominated by the computation of the pairwise RMSD

distances, requiring a total of 27 h on the same processor.

Computation of the eigenvectors of M was conducted in 2 h

on three 2.77 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad processors (12 cores)

using the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method provided in the

PARPACK library.49

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now demonstrate the umbrella bootstrapped diffusion

map approach by applying it to simulations of alanine dipep-

tide (N-acetyl- L-alanine-N ′-methylamide, AcAlaNHMe) in

explicit solvent (Fig. 3). This has become the de facto

test system for new biophysical molecular simulation

techniques2, 7, 50–59 and is known to exhibit moderately high

(∼10 kB T ) free energy barriers.21, 60 The approach furnishes

a low-dimensional diffusion map embedding depicting the

dynamic connectivity between metastable states, providing

a globally meaningful “skeleton” of the topology of the

FIG. 3. Alanine dipeptide. (a) Molecular representation illustrating the four

dihedral angles θ (1O-1C-2N-2Cα), φ (1C-2N-2Cα-2C), ψ (2N-2Cα-2C-

3N), and ζ (2Cα-2C-3N-3H). The dihedral angle is defined as the right-

handed rotation around the vector connecting the second atom to the third;

0◦ corresponds to the cis conformation. (b) Schematic representation with

atomic labels using a naming scheme similar to that employed by Ma and

Dinner (Ref. 2).

intrinsic manifold. Furthermore, this embedding is of particu-

lar use in guiding the subsequent analysis of individual state-

to-state transitions, a demonstration of which we provide in

the supplementary material61 by the application of local PCA

to a selected isomerization pathway.

It is well known the backbone φ and ψ dihedral angles

of alanine dipeptide (Fig. 3) are good variables with which

to parametrize the solvated phase FES, but they have been

shown to be inadequate to characterize the transition state en-

semble of at least one isomerization transition.2, 56, 57 In the

terminology of Du et al. (Sec. II A), they provide a good

parametrization of the transition coordinates, but a poor char-

acterization of the reaction coordinates.15 While we antici-

pated the recovery of the φ and ψ angles in our final set of

order parameters, �ψ FINAL, our results suggest that these two

dihedrals should be supplemented by the θ and ζ backbone

dihedrals to provide an essentially complete parametrization

of the important dynamical motions.

A. Determination of initial umbrella variables �ψ
0

In the first step of our procedure, we conducted a 50 ns

unbiased molecular dynamics simulation at 298 K and 1 bar

as described in Sec. II C to determine an initial set of order

parameters in which to conduct the first round of umbrella

sampling. Recording snapshots every 2 ps, we applied the

diffusion map in its original formulation to the 25000 snap-

shot trajectory, employing a value of ǫ =3.35 × 10−4. The

appropriate range of ǫ values for each system was calculated

as described in Sec. II A, and in all cases we elected to em-

ploy ǫ values toward the lower end of this range. Regarding

ǫ as the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel with which the

pairwise RMSD distances between snapshots are combined

[Eq. (1)], RMSDi j values larger than ǫ are effectively dis-

carded by the application of the kernel. Accordingly, a small

ǫ value reduces the size of the neighborhood “seen” by each

snapshot, and leads to low-dimensional embeddings with en-

hanced separation of the metastable states and the transition

paths between them. As will become apparent in the figures

below, this choice results in diffusion map embeddings in

which the metastable states typically appear as vertices linked

by essentially one-dimensional, linear pathways.

A gap in the eigenvalue spectrum [Fig. S1 (Ref. 61)]

suggested that embeddings be constructed in the top two

nontrivial eigenvectors evec2 and evec3. Two-dimensional

embeddings of this simulation trajectory are presented in

Fig. 4, where the points in the embedding are colored accord-

ing to the φ and ψ backbone angles. As illustrated in Fig.

4(a), evec3 and φ are negatively correlated, possessing a cor-

relation coefficient of −0.58. Conversely, Fig. 4(b) illustrates

the positive correlation between evec2 and ψ , which possess

a correlation coefficient of 0.78. A Ramachandran plot of the

trajectory (Fig. 5) shows that the simulations were restricted

to the upper left corner of the plot due to the presence of high

free energy barriers which prevent good sampling of phase

space by unbiased molecular dynamics simulations.

We now wish to employ biased simulations to extend our

sampling of phase space into the surrounding region, with the

correlation of the φ and ψ dihedrals with the diffusion map
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FIG. 4. Diffusion map embedding of the initial 50 ns unbiased molec-

ular dynamics trajectory into the top two eigenvectors evec2 and evec3.

Data points are colored according to the (a) φ and (b) ψ dihedral an-

gles. The labels in (a), which also apply to panel (b), correspond to the

metastable conformational basins depicted in the φ/ψ FES in Fig. 6 with

the θ and ζ dihedrals occupying the −180/180◦ position. Evec2 and evec3

show good correlation with the ψ and φ dihedral angles, respectively. As

shown in Fig. 5, the simulation sampled φ=[[−180◦, −34◦],[151◦, 180◦]]

and ψ=[[−180◦, −164◦],[24◦, 180◦]]. The 360◦ periodicity of the dihedral

angles facilitated a better demonstration of the evec3-φ correlation in (a) by

subtracting 360◦ from those φ angles in the range [151◦, 180◦] shifting them

to [−209◦, −180◦], and permitting the explored φ angles to be represented

as a continuous range spanning [−209◦, −34◦]. Similarly, to better illustrate

the evec2-ψ correlation in (b), 360◦ was added to those ψ angles in the range

[−180◦, −164◦] shifting them to [180◦, 196◦] and permitting the explored ψ

angles to be represented as a continuous range spanning [24◦, 196◦].

variables suggesting that the first round of umbrella sampling

be conducted in �ψ 0 = [φ,ψ]. The question remains, however,

of how far out we should extend the umbrella sampling. In

this case, since both umbrella variables are angles spanning

[−180◦, 180◦) with 360◦ periodicity, we elect simply to per-

form the umbrella sampling over the entire domain.

B. Round 0

The initial umbrella sampling runs were performed in
�ψ 0 = [φ,ψ] by partitioning the two-dimensional phase space

with 360◦ periodicity in each dimension into a 20◦-by-20◦

square grid. An 1 ns biased simulation was run on each of

FIG. 5. A Ramachandran plot of the 25 000 snapshots constituting the 50 ns

unbiased molecular dynamics trajectory. The presence of the high free energy

barriers apparent in Fig. 6 restricted the simulation to explore only the upper

left corner of the plot. The labels correspond to the metastable conformational

basins depicted in the φ/ψ FES in Fig. 6 with the θ and ζ dihedrals occupying

the −180/180◦ position.

the 324 vertices, employing a two-dimensional harmonic re-

straining potential in φ and ψ around each vertex, with a force

constant of 100 kJ/mol rad2 in each dimension. The grid spac-

ing was specified to provide adequate coverage of the phase

space in a computationally manageable number of simula-

tions, and the restraining potential force constant tuned to per-

mit sufficient overlap between the trajectories at neighboring

grid points to allow solution of the WHAM equations31 (Sec.

II B 1). Solving these equations for the set of 324 umbrella

simulations resulted in the FES in φ/ψ presented in Fig. 6,

in which seven metastable basins are apparent, showing some

consistency with prior simulations of alanine dipeptide using

the OPLS-AA force field with an implicit solvent model.21, 62

We then subsampled the umbrella sampling data set by re-

taining only every tenth snapshot to generate a reasonably

sized ensemble of 32 432 snapshots which spanned the φ/ψ

FES. Employing Eqs. (10) and (11), we chose to generate a

FIG. 6. The φ/ψ FES resulting from the Round 0 umbrella sampling simu-

lations in �ψ 0 = [φ,ψ]. Contours in βG, where β =1/kB T and G is the Gibbs

free energy, are plotted in unit steps from βG = 0 to 22. Basin labels are as-

signed on the basis of the φ and ψ dihedral angles, and indicate the metastable

conformational states.
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FIG. 7. Embeddings of the Round 0 umbrella sampling simulations in �ψ 0 = [φ, ψ]. (a) An embedding in [evec2, evec3, evec4] where the data points are

colored according to the ψ dihedral angle. (b,c,d) Embeddings in [evec2, evec3, evec9] where the data points are colored according to the (b) ψ , (c) θ and (d)

ζ dihedral angles. The labels in (a) and (b) correspond to the metastable conformational basins depicted in the φ/ψ FES in Fig. 6 with the θ and ζ dihedrals

occupying the −180/180◦ position. Since the C
eq
7 state in panel (b) does not lie at a vertex, the appropriate region on the line segment is indicated by a lollipop

rather than a line. The labeling in (b) also applies to panels (c) and (d). Observe that different combinations of eigenvectors provide good parametrizations for

different dynamical transitions, and that the simulations have “leaked” into the θ and ζ coordinates.

sample of size s =1 × 1016 over the discrete state space, in

which zero multiplicity, ĉi =0, was assigned to only the 101

highest free energy snapshots. The adapted diffusion map ap-

proach was applied to the remaining 32 331 snapshots with

ǫ =3.35 × 10−4.

The resulting eigenvalue spectrum was found to exhibit

a gap after the tenth eigenvalue [Fig. S2 (Ref. 61)], sug-

gesting that embeddings be constructed in the top nine non-

trivial eigenvectors. While this result implies that a nine-

dimensional parametrization is required to provide an ad-

equate global embedding of the trajectory, an analysis of

three-dimensional projections of the embedding in triplets

of eigenvectors reveals that different eigenvectors serve as

good order parameters for different dynamic transitions be-

tween the metastable states illustrated in Fig. 6. For ex-

ample, Fig. 7(a) presents a three-dimensional projection of

the embedding in [evec2, evec3, evec4] in which the data

points are colored according to the ψ angle, and which

provides a good parametrization for the αL ↔α′′ transition,

but not the transitions involving the C
eq
7 , β and P|| basins,

which are collapsed together in this projection. Conversely,

Fig. 7(b) presents an embedding in [evec2, evec3, evec9],

which is a better parametrization for the αR ↔C
eq
7 tran-

sition, but results in poorer separation of the αL and α′′

states.

The jump from a two-dimensional intrinsic manifold in

the determination of good initial umbrella sampling vari-

ables in Sec. III A, to a nine-dimensional manifold in the

present case, apparently arises from driving the system to ex-

plore many additional metastable states, the transitions be-

tween which are parametrized by additional dynamical vari-

ables. If we had instead extended out the sampling only

slightly beyond the region explored by the system (Fig. 5),

rather than performing umbrella sampling over the entire pe-

riodic φ/ψ domain, we anticipate that exploration of only a

few additional metastable states would have led to the emer-

gence of fewer additional variables, and the commensurate in-

crease in measured system dimensionality in a more gradual

manner.

We now search for “leakage” of the �ψ 0 = [φ,ψ] um-

brella simulations into variables other than those in which

the sampling was conducted. Specifically, we look for path-

ways in the diffusion map embedding which are not well-

characterized by either of these two dihedral angles, where

the existence of such pathways would indicate that the sys-

tem has evolved along additional slow coordinates. We would

like to correlate such motions with physical order parame-

ters, to permit umbrella sampling in these directions in a sub-

sequent round of simulations. In embeddings constructed in

[evec2, evec3, evec9], we observe excursions of the system

along pathways characterized by rotations around the θ and

ζ backbone dihedrals (Fig. 3), as illustrated in Figs. 7(c) and

7(d) in which the data points are colored according to the θ

and ζ angles, respectively. Since θ and ζ appear to be good

descriptors of additional slow dynamical motions, we include

them in the next round of umbrella sampling.
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C. Round I

We elected to incorporate the θ and ζ angles indepen-

dently in this round of umbrella sampling, first sampling in
�ψ 1a = [φ,ψ, θ ]. The three-dimensional phase space was par-

titioned into a 40◦-by-40◦-by-40◦ cubic grid, and 1 ns simu-

lations run on each of the 729 vertices, restrained to the lo-

cale of the grid point by a harmonic biasing potential with

a force constant of 50 kJ/mol rad2 in each dimension. Com-

pared to Round 0, the increased dimensionality of the phase

space demanded the use of a coarser grid, and correspond-

ingly looser restraining potentials, to permit coverage of the

space with a practicable number of simulations. Retaining ev-

ery twentieth snapshot and choosing to generate a sample of

size s =1×1016 over the discrete state space, the 1214 high-

est free energy snapshots were assigned multiplicities of zero,

leaving an ensemble of 35 272 snapshots to which we applied

the adapted diffusion map approach with ǫ = 5.53 × 10−4.

A spectral gap after the twelfth eigenvalue suggested embed-

dings be constructed in the top eleven non-trivial eigenvectors

[Fig. S3 (Ref. 61)]. (Note that, in principle, the ensemble of

snapshots generated by this round of umbrella sampling could

have been supplemented with that from the previous round,

but to avoid the complexities of dealing with data sampled

over differently spaced grids of different dimensionalities, we

elected not to mix data from different rounds of umbrella sam-

pling in this demonstration of the approach.)

Compared to the Round 0 sampling in �ψ 0 = [φ,ψ], in

the present round we additionally drive the system in the

θ dihedral angle. This results in the splitting of each of

the metastable basins identified in Fig. 6 into states with θ

=−180/180◦ (recalling that dihedral angles have 360◦ peri-

odicity) and θ =0◦ [Fig. S4c (Ref. 61)]. The sparsity of in-

termediate values is attributable to the planar character of the

peptide bond described by this dihedral, which exhibits a bi-

modal distribution of angles centered around the energetically

favorable θ =−180/180◦ and θ =0◦ planar orientations.

Coloring the points in the embedding according to their

free energies on the φ/ψ/θ FES computed by solution of

the WHAM equations [Fig. S4e (Ref. 61)] suggests that

the C
eq
7 ↔αR transition with the θ dihedral locked into the

−180/180◦ position is the low free energy pathway for this

isomerization, although other routes involving the θ =0◦ di-

hedral position do exist. The paucity of snapshots linking the

θ =−180/180◦ and θ =0◦ isomers of αR indicate that rota-

tions around the θ dihedral with the φ and ψ dihedrals in a

configuration corresponding to the αR state ([(φ≈−90◦, ψ

≈−30◦), see Fig. 6] is highly unfavorable, likely due to the

sterics of this conformational transition.

This umbrella sampling run did not show any leak-

age into the ζ coordinate, with all snapshots from the en-

semble exhibiting ζ =−180/180◦ dihedral values [Fig. S4d

(Ref. 61)]. This suggests that the leakage into the ζ coordinate

in the �ψ 0 = [φ,ψ] umbrella run occurred at a high free energy

region in φ/ψ space, unsampled in the �ψ 1a = [φ,ψ, θ ] runs,

which implemented looser restraining potentials and a coarser

grid over the higher dimensional phase space. In this regard,

the �ψ 1a = [φ,ψ, θ ] umbrella sampling simulations and asso-

ciated diffusion map embedding are self-consistent, and rep-

resent a good parametrization of the system. Nevertheless,

due to the ζ leakage observed in Round 0, we proceed to con-

duct umbrella sampling incorporating the ζ dihedral.

We conducted a second round of three-dimensional um-

brella sampling in an identical manner to before, but now

in �ψ 1b = [φ,ψ, ζ ]. As demonstrated in Fig. S5 (Ref. 61) by

the reparametrization of the WHAM FES into φ/ψ/θ us-

ing Eq. (9), although most snapshots in the ensemble possess

θ =−180/180◦ values, the fact that some do possess dihe-

drals in the θ =0◦ position indicates the existence of excur-

sions in this coordinate. Since equally tight restraining poten-

tials were employed in the umbrella sampling conducted in
�ψ 1a = [φ,ψ, θ ] and �ψ 1b = [φ,ψ, ζ ], the absence of leakage

in the ζ coordinate in the former runs, combined with the ob-

served leakage in θ in the latter, suggests that rotations around

the θ dihedral angle are associated with a lower free energy

barrier than those around the ζ angle.

In both of the umbrella runs in this section, different com-

binations of eigenvectors were found to provide good embed-

dings for different dynamical transitions. Analysis of each

individual transition demonstrated that each could be well-

described by motions in one or more of the four dihedral an-

gles φ, ψ , θ and ζ , [see caption of Fig. S4 (Ref. 61) for a

specific example] suggesting that while relatively many order

parameters are required for a complete global parametrization

of the phase space—eleven in the case of the �ψ 1a = [φ,ψ, θ ]

umbrella simulations—the underlying dynamical transitions

may be locally characterized by motions in these four di-

hedral angles. It may initially seem counter-intuitive that an

eleven-dimensional space is required to describe a system in

which the state-to-state transitions are adequately described

by four parameters, but we must recognize that the precise dy-

namical motions along the transition pathways parametrized

by the eleven diffusion map variables are unknown, possi-

bly highly nonlinear, functions of the atomic coordinates of

the system. We simply observe that these transition path-

ways are all reasonably well-parametrized by changes in

the four dihedral angles φ, ψ , θ , and ζ , whereas the ac-

tual structural transitions along these pathways are almost

certainly far more complicated motions, possibly involving

couplings between dihedral and planar angles, interatomic

distances, sidechain rotameric states, and collective solvent

coordinates.2

D. Round II

We next performed four-dimensional umbrella sampling

in �ψ 2 = [φ,ψ, θ, ζ ]. The phase space was partitioned into a

60◦-by-60◦-by-60◦-by-60◦ grid comprising 1296 vertices. A 1

ns simulation was conducted at each vertex, employing a har-

monic biasing potential centered on the grid point with a force

constant of 34 kJ/mol rad2 in each of the four dimensions. In

response to the increased phase space dimensionality with re-

spect to the previous round of umbrella sampling, the grid

was once again coarsened and the restraining potentials loos-

ened. We retained every thirtieth snapshot of the subsequent

trajectories and chose to generate a sample of size s =1×1018

over the discrete state space. The 6457 highest free energy
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snapshots were assigned zero multiplicity, resulting in an en-

semble of 36,786 snapshots to which the adapted diffusion

map approach was applied with ǫ=3.35×10−4. A spectral

gap after the tenth eigenvalue [Fig. S6 (Ref. 61)] suggested

that embeddings be constructed in the top nine non-trivial

eigenvectors.

As in Round I, all individual transitions could be

parametrized by motions in one or more of the four dihedral

angles. This suggests that we terminate the umbrella boot-

strapped diffusion map approach at this round, since we have

generated a self-consistent description of the underlying dy-

namics: four-dimensional umbrella sampling in φ, ψ , θ , and

ζ resulted in a diffusion map embedding in which each state-

to-state transition may be parametrized by this same set of

physical variables (Fig. 2). To illustrate that state-to-state tran-

sitions within a selected subset of metastable states may be

characterized by motions in one or more dihedral angle, in

Fig. 8 we present embeddings of the data in [evec2, evec5,

evec6] colored according to the φ and ψ dihedral angles.

For clarity of viewing, only those snapshots with [90◦ ≤θ, ζ

≤180◦] or [−180◦ ≤θ, ζ <−90◦] are plotted, where – recall-

ing the bimodal nature of the distribution of these dihedral

angles around −180/180◦ and 0◦ – we effectively visualize

only those snapshots with θ and ζ in the −180/180◦ position.

Additional embeddings visualizing the remainder of the data

set are presented in Fig. S7.61 We recognize that partitioning

FIG. 8. Embeddings of the Round II umbrella sampling simulations in �ψ 2

= [φ, ψ, θ, ζ ] into [evec2, evec5, evec6]. For clarity of viewing, only those

data points with θ, ζ =−180/180◦ dihedral angles are visualized, and are

colored according to the (a) φ and (b) ψ dihedral angles. The labels in (a)

correspond to the metastable conformational basins depicted in the φ/ψ FES

in Fig. 6 with the θ and ζ dihedrals occupying the −180/180◦ position. The

labeling in (a) also applies to panel (b). Observe that all state-to-state tran-

sitions are associated with motions in the φ and/or ψ dihedral angles. Ad-

ditional embeddings considering the data points pertaining to other θ and ζ

positions are available in Fig. S7 (Ref. 61).

the data according to the θ and ζ dihedrals to facilitate visual-

ization necessarily obscures state-to-state transitions in these

angles, which would be better illustrated in a different repre-

sentation of the data.

Given the bimodal distribution of the θ and ζ dihedrals

around −180/180◦ and 0◦, we wished to determine which of

the two states was more stable, finding that the molecular con-

formations residing within the global free energy minimum

possessed both θ and ζ in the −180/180◦ position. In order

to determine whether restricting the θ or ζ dihedral to oc-

cupy the less favorable 0◦ position causes a larger increase

in the free energy of the system, we first partitioned the um-

brella sampling data into two groups according to the θ di-

hedral. One group contained those snapshots centered on the

0◦ position with [−90◦ ≤θ <90◦], while the other group con-

tained the remaining conformations with θ values centered

around the −180/180◦ position. By examining the free en-

ergies computed by solution of the WHAM equations over

the complete data set, we found the global free energy mini-

mum of the θ =0◦ group to be ∼11 kB T higher than that of

the θ =−180/180◦. A similar calculation for the ζ dihedral

showed the ζ =0◦ group to be ∼14 kB T higher than that of

the ζ =−180/180◦ group. This calculation suggests that re-

stricting the θ dihedral to occupy the less favorable 0◦ posi-

tion causes a marginally smaller increase in the free energy of

the system compared to restricting the ζ dihedral to occupy

this position.

E. Discussion

The results of Round I suggest that the free energy barrier

for the θ dihedral angle to access the less favorable 0◦ position

from the more favorable −180/180◦ conformation is lower

than the corresponding barrier in ζ . Furthermore, the results

of Round II indicate that once such excursions occur, pep-

tide conformations locked into the θ =0◦ position are slightly

lower in free energy than those locked into the ζ =0◦ state.

Our findings are in agreement with the established result the

φ and ψ backbone dihedrals provide a good two-dimensional

parametrization of the dynamical motions of alanine dipep-

tide. A better three-dimensional description is provided by

preferentially incorporating the θ , as opposed to the ζ , dihe-

dral angle, whereas a four-dimensional characterization in φ,

ψ , θ , and ζ provides an essentially complete parametrization

of the fundamental dynamical motions. We observe that um-

brella sampling in the two well-known order parameters φ and

ψ without pursuing the iterative procedure developed in this

work would not have revealed the importance of the remain-

ing two dihedrals in characterizing the dynamical motions of

the peptide.

Our results demonstrate that the “leakage” of the simu-

lation along order parameters beyond those in which the um-

brella sampling was conducted can depend on the coarseness

of the umbrella sampling grid and the tightness of the restrain-

ing potentials employed. A finer grid packs more simulations

more densely over the phase space, and permits the use of

tighter restraining potentials which better constrain each sim-

ulation around its grid point. Compared to a coarser grid with
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looser potentials, this arrangement leads to better sampling

of high free energy regions, potentially enabling the simu-

lation to “leak” from such high free energy locales into re-

gions of phase space which would be otherwise inaccessi-

ble. Specifically, the relatively fine grid and tight restraining

potentials employed in the Round 0 umbrella simulations in
�ψ 0 = [φ,ψ] permitted the simulation to leak into both the

θ and ζ coordinates, whereas the Round I umbrella simula-

tions in �ψ 1a = [φ,ψ, θ ], employing a coarser grid and looser

potentials, did not exhibit any ζ leakage. Although this ob-

servation would suggest that an exhaustive application of the

umbrella bootstrapped diffusion map approach would require

infinitesimally spaced simulations each employing infinitely

tight biasing potentials, only the relatively low lying regions

of the FES are typically of interest since spontaneous ther-

mal fluctuations permit the molecular system to surmount

only those barriers a few kB T in height, leaving higher free

energy regions effectively inaccessible. Although such barri-

ers are sufficiently high to trap molecular simulation trajec-

tories and frustrate unbiased sampling of phase space, they

are low enough to permit adequate sampling of the accessible

phase space using a manageable number of relatively well-

spaced umbrella sampling simulations. In this work, the fi-

nal �ψ 2 = [φ,ψ, θ, ζ ] umbrella sampling FES spans a free en-

ergy range of ∼38 kB T [Fig. S7a (Ref. 61)], suggesting that

the umbrella sampling simulations from which this landscape

was constructed adequately explored the thermally accessible

phase space available to the system.

The terminal Round II four-dimensional embedding pro-

vides a low-dimensional representation of the topology of the

phase space accessible to alanine dipeptide, describing the rel-

ative locations and connectivity of its stable and metastable

states. In the supplementary material,61 we demonstrate the

utility of this description in guiding the subsequent princi-

pal components analysis of a selected C
eq
7 ↔αR isomerization

pathway.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The diffusion map16, 19, 20 is a nonlinear dimensionality

reduction technique which may be applied to molecular sim-

ulation trajectories to systematically extract global order pa-

rameters with which to parametrize the fundamental dynami-

cal motions of the system. For molecular systems possessing

high free energy barriers, unbiased simulation trajectories can

become trapped in local free energy minima and exhibit poor

sampling of barrier regions. The application of dimensional-

ity reduction techniques to such simulation data may result in

locally good low-dimensional parametrizations within well-

sampled free energy wells, but typically precludes the con-

struction of a globally valid description.

Umbrella sampling14 is a well established simulation

technique which improves sampling of phase space by ap-

plying biasing potentials to drive the system along specific

order parameters. This technique results in a biased ensemble

of simulation data to which the diffusion map in its original

formulation may not immediately be applied. In this work, we

develop an adaptation of the diffusion map approach to permit

its application to biased data sets. Furthermore, we propose

an iterative methodology to facilitate the systematic determi-

nation of order parameters for systems exhibiting high free

energy barriers by interleaving successive rounds of umbrella

sampling and the adapted diffusion map approach. Commenc-

ing with an initial round of umbrella sampling in a set of pu-

tative variables thought to be reasonable descriptors of the

important motions of the system, the adapted diffusion map

approach is applied to the biased simulation data to detect the

evolution of the system in any additional important dynamical

modes. Order parameters characterizing these additional mo-

tions are then fed back into a subsequent round of umbrella

sampling, and the process is repeated until no new dynamical

motions emerge.

Nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques typically

do not provide the functional dependence of the vari-

ables parametrizing the low-dimensional embedding upon the

atomic coordinates of the system. Since the biasing potentials

in umbrella sampling may only be constructed in variables

which are known functions of the atomic coordinates, a key

component of this proposed methodology is the translation

of the order parameters identified by the diffusion map into

physical variables in which to perform umbrella sampling. No

systematic means yet exists to perform this mapping, and in

the present work candidate physical variables must be man-

ually selected on the strength of their correlation with the

diffusion map order parameters. This crucial step in the ap-

proach may be made more robust by employing systematic

techniques to screen combinations of candidate variables such

as those proposed by Peters, Beckham, and Trout35, 36 and Ma

and Dinner.2

We note that linear dimensionality reduction techniques,

such as PCA, explicitly furnish the functional dependence

of the low-dimensional parametrizations upon the atomic co-

ordinates. This would seem to suggest that in the iterative

framework, we should replace the adapted diffusion map ap-

proach with an adaptation of PCA formulated for biased

data sets, thereby permitting umbrella sampling to be con-

ducted directly in the low-dimensional variables. However, it

is a well-known deficiency of linear dimensionality reduction

techniques that the low-dimensional embeddings constructed

for a given data set are typically of higher dimensionality

than the embeddings resulting from the application of non-

linear approaches.7 Since the computational expense of um-

brella sampling increases exponentially with the number of

variables in which sampling is conducted, the more parsi-

monious low-dimensional descriptions provided by nonlinear

techniques, such as the diffusion map, can offer a significant

advantage.

We have demonstrated the iterative methodology, which

we term the umbrella bootstrapped diffusion map approach, in

an application to alanine dipeptide in explicit solvent, which

is known to exhibit free energy barriers on the order of tens

of kB T . We systematically determined that the φ, ψ , θ , and

ζ backbone dihedral angles provide a good four-dimensional

parametrization of the important dynamical motions, and in

the supplementary material61 we illustrate the utility of the

global diffusion map embedding in guiding subsequent anal-

ysis of particular dynamical transitions by applying PCA to

one of several identified C
eq
7 ↔αR isomerization pathways.
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Overall, our results demonstrate the utility of our pro-

posed methodology in analyzing biased simulation data and

in providing an efficient means to systematically develop low-

dimensional parametrizations for molecular systems exhibit-

ing high free energy barriers. We hope that the procedures

developed herein will prove useful in the systematic deter-

mination of low-dimensional descriptions for more complex

biophysical systems.
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